August 3, 1939

Left camp (Mileage 56.28) at point where the Gallinas river enters the Santa Fe National Forest.

Saw Salazar's camouflaged truck about 3 miles S.W. of the Gallinas Ranger station. Also saw one at camp but failed to catch it. Collected one of this species quiet above Hot Springs.

Serried Gallinas Creek (River) about a mile above the edge of Los Vegas. The stream is much smaller here than it was higher up. The water is taken for irrigation and also to supply Los Vegas. Now a stream 2-4' wide, -10' wide in T., Depth 4'-6' ref., 1° 30'. Water probably white, very turbid. The stream was "high" - probably about 3x normal flow but still much lower than recently. A 750/20/12.4.

Catactenius communicae rackli
f.c. in pools.

Campostoma anomalum
C in pools, some in rapids

Sematilus a. atromaculatus
f.c. in pools.